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SIR A. SINCLAIR AT GLASGOW

Following is the text of a speech which is being
delivered by the Secretary of State for Air at Glasgow at

4.45 this afternoon:-

AirMinistry News Service Air Ministry Bulletin No. 7267

YOUTH’S PART IN BUILDING A LASTING PEACE

Sir Archibald Sinclair’s Speech at Glasgow Rally

"Of all the crimes which the Nazis have committed, the cold-blooded and

systematic corruption of German boys and girls, so as to make them the pliable
instruments of their foul purposes, is perhaps the most horrible."

This statement was made by Sir Archibald Sinclair, Secretary of State

for Air, when he addressed an international youth rally in Glasgow this afternoon

(Saturday, June 13).

Sir Archibald referred to those at the rally as "the representatives of

youth" - "For the, Youth of Britain, of the British Commonwealth of Nationas, of

India, of the Colonies, and of our heroic allies for whoso courage and undaunted

spirit no praise can be too high,"

"It is a moving experience to sec you all, and to know that whatever your

nationality or walk of life, whatever your religious creed or political opinion,

you have come together to-day inspired by one spirit - the spirit of service - and

one purpose - to win this war, and then to build the peace," he added.

"1 can think of no better testimony to the vigour of democracy, so often

dubbed degenerate by dictators who cannot understand it, than this notion of yours.

For you have chosen publicly to pledge yourselves today to the establishment of

peace, justice; and freedom, not for yourselves only, nor for the particular

organisation or class to which you may belong, nor even for your own country

(though this cannot but be foremost in your thoughts) but for the whole of the

world that loves and values these things and also for that part of it which we

pray may one day learn to cherish them.

"The interpretation and working out of these ideals will differ from

country to country according to the national temperament. And why not? It would

be a dull world if we were all alike. But in the past we have concentrated too

much on the differences between nations and notenough on the things they have in

common. In fact it has taken a major war to break down our mistrust of each

other. When we learn to know one another differences become, not causes of

dissension, but opportunities for enlarging and enriching our outlook.

"Unlike the Nazis, we are not afraid of the challenge of new and un-

familiar ideas. So when the war is over, we must see to it that this new-found

understanding is made the corner-stone of a well-planned peace.

Outlook in Germany

"How different is the outlook in Germany, where children are brought up

not to be citizens of the world but to have, in the words of Mein Kampf, 'An ex-

clusive recognition of the rights of their own nation',

"The avowed object of all German education is to create a Nazi, a uniform

type, 'There will be no escape possible from the channel which we shall mark for

the German to follow from childhood to manhood '
.

Those are the words of Baldur

von Schirach, the Leader of the Hitler Youth Movement. For, in Hitler’s view,

youth should be a mass-produced article which he can exploit for his own diabolical

ends. Only those sides of the character are developed which will serve his pur-

pose; they turn children into Robots without wills or hearts of their own, trained

to cheat, to lie, to bully, and even to spy on their own parents. No child would

normally turn spy and informer against his own mother and father.
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faith, not only that the Nazis will he utterly defeated, hut that the new world

which will he established after victory will he something better thran a copyof

the old. They believe, that privilege end poverty will he crushed like Hitlerism,
that - not by a wave of a wand but by hard work and continued service and

sacrifice - a cure will be found for the terrible disease of unemployment, and

that a decent standard of living will be assured to all who are ready to work

for the common good.

"They are giving up their homes and families; they are offering their

lives in this struggle by land, by sea and in the air to root up the evil things
and prepare the way for the Future, a Future which they know will he safe in

your hands.

"For to you will fall the secondpart of the constructive portion of the

great task, and you owe it to those who are now fighting on your behalf, no less

than to the children who have yet to be born, to see that you fit yourselves as

thoroughly as you can to perform it worthily it, too, to the young

people and children all over Europe who are suffering what you are spared - the

experience of German domination - and who are resisting with heroism, sometimes

with their lives, the Nazi reign of terror.

Spirit of Youth

"For Nazi cruelty cannot crush the spirit of youth in tho oppressed countries.

Norwegian school-children were marched to the Hitler Youth exhibition in Oslo,
but as they passed the German headquarters they sang the Norwegian National Anthem,
and when they passed the palace they shouted "Long live King Haakon". This was

too much for the Nazis, who arrested some of the bigger ones - but one little

follow, not to he left out of it, ran up to a policeman and shouted "Long live

King Haakon - arrest me too!"

"Then there was Guy Moquet. Tho Germans at Nantes were shooting hostages
as a reprisal for an attank upon a German Officer. Guy Moquet was among them.

Horrified at the German intention to shoot in cold blood an innocent boy of 17,
the wife of one of the condemned men offered herself as a substitute, but was

refused. An eye-witness reports that Guy Moquet marched bravely to the place

of elocution and that his voice was heard with those of his companions singing the

Marseillaise. And he wrote a letter saying "Good-bye to all my friends and

to my brother whom I love so much. Seventeen and a half - my life has been very

short, but I have no regrets. Of course I would like to have lived, but I can

only hope with all my heart that my death will serve some purpose." That is his

message to you and m e - let us solemnly pledge ourselves to remember Guy Moquet;
let us resolve to achieve a purpose worthy of his sacrifice.

"You are eager, I can see, to do your part. If you were not, you would

not be hero today. But service is more than, the will to serve. It involves

as well knowledge and preparedness and training. We all know what it feels

like to be fenced with a situation in which help is needed, and we long to give
it but do not know how. We all know how miserable and futile we feel, knowing

that all our good intentions are useless through lack of a little training.

That is something which at the present time we must never allow to happen. That
is why the Government is encouraging you to join Youth Organisations and Training

Corps, because they will give you an answer to this question and show you how

your own talents can best be used to serve the common cause.

Self-Discipline

"That is why you are all serving and training yourselves for further services.

Some of you ore serving your country in industry; some of you are preparing to

serve it in the Armed Forces and in the Women's Services; all of you, I am sure,
are serving your Homes and those among whom you live and work* All of you are

learning self-discipline* It is more difficult to learn than the habit of

obedience to the orders of someone else* It is essential, because without

self-discipline there can be no freedom. The reason,there is mere freedom in

Britain than in any other country is because our people aremore self-disciplined
than they are in other countries. In the Royal Hr Force you have superb examples
of self-discipline*

/You
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You cannot survive long in the war in the air without complete self-command.
In a bomber the safety of the whole crew depends on the self-discipline and

capacity for self of each member of the crew.

"The girls have a particularly important part to play, because though they

may be called to do men’s jobs in war - and they are "doing them with great success -
they still remain women, on whose

powers of making and holding together a home

much of the strength of a country depends. Women who make good homes are builders

of the nation. So work and learn and train as hard as you carn. Equip yourselves
for your noble vocation. Remember that you have a weapon in war and an instrument

in peace denied to the Germans - a free intellect and the power to use it.

Great is your responsibility - but great also is your opportunity* Rise to it -

put on the dauntless spirit of Resolution - in act and thought, be great.
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